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ABSTRACT

Utilization of the new accurate WIMS-KAERI library
(WIMKAL—88) to generate the following characteristics for
Rhodium SPND:
- sensitivity depletion law by high (~75Z) burnup of

emitter; influence of burnup-history on depletion law
course

- influence of neutron spectrum change on Rh-SPND
sensitivity caused by change of fuel enrichment, fuel
burnup, moderator temperature, concentration of boracid,
central pin power rate and concentration of Xe 1 3 5;
generating and experimental testing of Rh-SPND signal to
linear pin power rate and signal to neutron flux
conversion factors.

Rh-SPND instrumentation optimization < reduction ) related
to safety and operational aspects as needed for 3D power
surveillance in WWER-1000 reactors. Analysis of SPND
reduction from 64x7 to 46x7 by method of Shannon information
entropy optimization. Influence of reduction on accuracy
of 3D power distribution reconstruction.
Physical methods of 3D power distribution unfolding in new
modernized on-line I&C system in NPP .J.Bohunice with
in—core measurements according to 210 thermocouples and
36x7 Rh—SPNDs. Program system TOPRE under QNX operating
system network in FORTRAN 77, neutronic background
calculations by macrocode MOBY-DICK.

1. Modernization of program system KONVERZIA.

Code system KONVERZIA for rhodium or vanadium SPND signal
conversion to central fuel rod linear power rate and further
to mean linear power of the whole fuel assembly for
W<JJER-44O and \#<JJER-1000 was described in C13. This code
system was modernized in year 1992 as following:

- transition from mainframe version of WIMSD/4 to PC version
- e^JChange of original WIMS library C2D based on ENDF/B III

and UKAEA DFN 22/A data, to modernized WIMKAL-88 library
based on ENDF/B IV-V, JENDL-2 and ENDL-84

This task required corrections in some subroutines of
WIMSD-4 code - dimensions of some variables had to be
extended, because of different ( extended ) actinide burnup
chain used in the WIMKAL-88 library. Fig. 1 represents the
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block schematic diagram of this modernized code system.
SPNEi signal to linear power rate conversion formulas have

to be computed again with code system KONVERZIA. Parametric
dependence of SPND signal conversion to central fuel rod
linear power rate on parameters as: fuel enrichment and
burnup < also for assemblies remaining 4 cycles in active
core ), moderator density, boric acid concentration, central
pin power, xenon concentration, have to be approximated in
form of following polynoms product < coefficients Pi - P13
are dependent on assembly fuel enrichment (x), in which is
the SPND placed ) :

Sx = Pi * ( 1 + P2* B + P3* B2 + P»* B
3 + P E* B* )*

* C 1 + P&*(1+ P7B)*<r-r> 3*C 1 + P8*(i + P9B)*(CB-CB>3*

* C 1 + ( Pio+Pii*B)*<W/«-l> 3*C 1 + Pia*(l+Pi3*B>*

where:

B - central pin fuel burnup CMWdAkgU]
P - moderator density Ckg/m3!
CB - boric acid concentration H3BO3 [g/kg]
W - central pin power CW/cm3
Xe - xenon concentration Xe 1 3 E El/cm33

all these variables refer to direct environment of
SPND. The nominal values of variables are follows:

El = 750.88 Ckg/m33 - nominal moderator density
CB •= 3 Eg/kg3 — nominal boric acid cone.
H = 125 CW/cm3 - nominal pin power
XGU .6=4.25E+15, Xe=.*=6.11E+15, Xfi3_&=8.65E+15 -

nominal Xe13E concentration in fuel assembly
with suitable enrichment I I/cm33

Coefficients Pi - P13 for WWER-440 fuel enrichments 1.6,
2.4, 3.6 CZ3 LJ23E are represented in table I. Experimental
testing of these coefficients accuracy is performaed in
frame of in-core system TOPRE on 3.-th and 4.-th unit NPP
J.Bohunice ( detailly described in part 3 ), and will be
finished in next year.

Depletion law of SPND emitter was modelized by more
methods. Different burnup histories of SPND environment were
supposed. Experience shows, that it is possible summarise
all results to one depletion law, as follows:

S <t)/So = ( 1 - a. G )fi <2>

where G = expended charge from 20 cm long emitter.
For WWER-440 ( DPZ-1M type of detector ) parameters equals:



<x Z 0.O0563 , n Z 0.686.

The total accumulated charge from fully depleted emitter is
about 177.5 C. With the help of detectors with different
burnup rate and located in symmetrical positions in
a reactor core, the above mentioned theoretical sensitivity
change law can be experimentally tested under operational
conditions. Sensitivity change law was tested for detectors
of NPP Bohunice < from 3. and 4. block ) and NPP Dukovany,
where SPND signals and expended charges were determined by
soviet I&C system VMPO SKR < 3VK ) C43. The relative
deviations between normalized signals of symmetric SPND—s
with different depletions are represented in table 1, where
detectors are ordered according to cycle amount, which were
operated in active core.

2. SPND channel amount optimization in reactor WWER--1OOC

The active core physical state is possible to
characterize by smooth physical parameters ( e.g. neutron
flux distribution,... ), with infinite number of physical
value combinations, e.g. the reactor can be in infinite
number of states. The ideal monitoring system would be able
to identify every from these states. The real monitoring
system is able to recognize only finite number of states,
because of measurement errors and technical restrictions.

The monitoring system quality we explain by following
indicator:

DMonitoring system with higher quality indicator is able to
recognize higher microstate amount.

2)Higher number of measurements increase also the monitoring
system quality indicator.

3>The measurement error decreasing increase the monitoring
system quality indicator.

Western reactors with about 3000 MW thermal power have cca
25 - 30X assemblies instrumented. The WWER-1OOO in-core
instrumentation comparison with instrumentations of firma
KWU,ABB,C-E and Westinghouse is in table II. From this
comparison it follows, that the WWER-1000 instrumentation is
overestimated. The OSART mission in CSFR came also to this
conclusion.

The high amount of installed measurements (e.g. SPND—s)
in active core has many disadvantages. Above all technical
maintaining is very complicated and expensive. Furthermore
it inserts to active core negative reactivity. Because of
that is important to optimize the amount of in-core
measurements. Of course hereby we transmit the weight of
active core neutron—physical information source to



theoretical calculations. The modern western I&C systems,
e. g. BEACON from firma Westinghouse , works with minimal
amount of in-core measurements ( only core exit
thermocouples have to be used ). These I&C systems contain
very fast and accurate three dimensional nodal codes ( e.g.
SPNOVA ) for core monitoring, simulation and predictions. In
some CSFB NPP blocks this task begin performed by macrocode
MOBY-DICK El].

By quality indicator term is possible perform the
information loss dependence from the amount of removed
(failured) measurements and measurements position. Our task
was to judge decreasing of SPND-channel amount to that
measure, which guarantees the desirable accuracy of power
distribution unfolding, as in case of 64 channels. This task
has been solved in two stepst

1) Optimate selection of removed SPND channel amount and
position. It was solved with method of selection by Shannon
information entropy optimization, while we keep the
conditions of SPND-channel redundance.

2) Influence of SPND—channel removing to unfolded power
distribution accuracy.

Further there is the basic characteristic of single
steps introducted.

2.1 Selection of SPND—channel amount and position by Shannon
information entropy optimization method.

Solution of this question can be performaed by two
methods:

a) To measure the absolute value of rendered information by
in-core system in instrumented assembly nodes.

b>To measure loss of information in noninstrumented assembly
nodes, e.g. the power distribution unfolding uncertainty
in non instrumented assemblies.

We will try to solve this problem by method b).

The active core neutron-physical characteristics.allows
physical parameters unfolding ( neutron flux, power,
temperature,... ) also in noninstrumented assemblies. In our
research we have used the following algorithm. The unfolded
power density is the product of two factorss

WKi = P«sym . M i ( 3 )

where



pKsvm- i S the symetrised power density value on k-th group
of symmetri < k-th symmetric group contain 6 or 12
nodes, some are instrumented )

Mi - is the i-th assemblie node microsector asymmetri
factor ( assembly node microsector contain besides
i-th assembly node also all directly neighbouring
nodes )

PK means the absolute value, Mi means the local deformation
of unfolded power density WK* - The values Mi.Pn have to be
calculated iteratively. From LAST theory C103 it follows,
that the value Mi have to be calculated iteratively from
average value of neigboured microsector assymetrie factors
(Mil ... Mis)- In <m+l)-th iteration cycle is valid:

8

= 1/8 E Minm ( 4 )

where the values of Mi from the m-th iteration cycle will be
calculated as follows:

In instrumented node it is valid:

Mim = pi<?xp / p^sym.m < 5 )

In noninstrumented node it is valid:

Mim «= WKi7m / Pi-svmim ( 6 )

On instrumented symmetri group the values PK will be
calculated as follows:

12

7

where 8KJ=1 in instrumented node ^ - V" <ŷ  •
6K J=0 in noninstrumented node L.A **

The convergence is achieved after about 5 iterations.
Unfolding accuracy of Mi is directly proportional to amount
of instrumented positions in neighbourhood of i-th assembly
node. Unfolding accuracy of PK depends on measured linear
power density accuracy on the symmetri group. Unfolding
accuracy have been characterized by error cr. Local
deformation measure accuracy depends on:

- neutron-physical binding between nodes in microsector
- instrumented node amount in microsector.

Neutron-physical binding is described by binding factor "c"
defined as relative deviation of neighboured node
microsector asymmetri factors. From analyzis it follows,
that maximal value of binding factor can attain 0.05 also
when in the active core there is the big asymmetri
( regulation cluster dropped into core ).



expected value. For normal d i s t r i b u t i o n , where
f(x=O) — 1 / <<rf(2Tr)> we obtain the fo l lowing i n t e g r a l :

H--J-5- 1
) dx

a b-a cr -f(2n) b-a or >f<2TT)

( 10 )

After integration we obtain for N measurements :

N 1 1
H = ~ E l o g i o < ) ( 11 >

i = i cfi.^<2TT) o-i .- fC(2TT). (b-a) iD
Entropy H have to be calculated from equation (11), where
summation run through noninstrumented nodes. The individual
members of summa differs from each other, because of
different measurement amount in noninstrumented assembly
node microsectors, e.g. unfolding error interval Ca,b3.
These unfolding error intervals arm equal to product of
binding factor "c" and amount of absented measurements in
microsector.

The entropy optimization have to be calculated by MONTE
CARLO METROPOLIS method C93, by this conditions:

- no microsector is without instrumentation
- every till now instrumented central symmetry group must
be instrumented minimally by 2 SPND

- peripheral symmetry groups are instrumented with one SPND
only group 7 is instrumented with two SPNE'.

The results of analysis for 3,5,8,10,13,15,18 removed
SPND-channels are represented in table III. The optimate
SPND-channel distribution is represented on figure 2.

2.2 Influence of SPND-channel removing to unfolded
power distribution accuracy.

Unfolding was performed by algorithm described in 2.1, which
accuracy was examined by help of 3 experimental data sets
from different NPP blocks:

1. NPP KALININSKAJA - 1. cycle , Tef=17 days, power 50%,
stationer symmetric state

2. 5.-th block KOZLODUJ - 1.cycle, Tef=283 days, power 85%,
stationer symmetric state

3. NPP ZAPOROZECKAJA - 1. cycle, Tef=45 days, power 90%,
asymmetric state by 11-32
regulation cluster dropping

For first and second data set have to be examined unfolded
power distribution error expansion effect, by increasing of



optiraate removed SPND-channels amount < squared mean
deviation between unfolded power distribution of fully
instrumented core and after remove some SPND-channels ). The
results are represented in tables IV and V. From these
tables and figures clear, that by increasing of removed
SPND-channels to value 18, the maximal relative deviations
not showing systematical trend and not exceeded demanded
accuracy stated by constructor ( 3—5% in maximal loaded area
and 7-12% on periphery ) [73.

For third data are the results represented in tables VI. The
maximal relative deviations in deformed area not exceeded
7.5%. Relative average deviations in full active core not
exceeded 5%, in peripheral area 15%.

From these analysis follows, that IB SPND-channels have to
be selected optimate. Further increasing of removed
SPND-channels lead first to big local, later to big global
uncertainties in unfolded power distribution.

Reactivity release approximation by removing of 18
SPND-channels was performed by microcode WIMS-EI4. The
WWER-1OOO assembly have to be modelized by supercell, with
Rh—8PND—channel in central experimental tube. The ka>
difference between inserted and extracted cases < for
assembly enrichment 3.0% ) is 0.15%. From 18 removed
channels are 2 in peripheral active core area. The whole
reactivity release in active core is about 0.033%. The total
reactivity inventory by start-up of WWER-1000 reactor < with
two year fuel cycle ) is about 12%, the cycle length is
about 3OO days. Therefore the 2 cycle elongation because of
18 SPND—channels removing is about:

STef = 0.033 / 12 * 600 = 1.65 days

3. I&C modernisation on NPP J.Bohunice units.

3. 1 Modernisation of VOLNA system on reactor type V23O.

The period of 1992 year is very important for
Czechoslovak NPP J.Bohunice blocks in respect of the
modernization of I&C systems. The old unreliable
diecontinual in-core monitoring system VOLNA in the first
unit , operating on the 11 Mn-wire activation basis, was
replaced by reliable continual in-core system AXIAL,
operating on the SPND-basis ( 7x11 SPNEi ) - figure 3.-

The new modernized system AXIAL has the following
advantages:

- continual monitoring with period 10 min.
- high reliability
- substitution the old I&C system VOLNA in full degree



( measurement of the relative thermal neutron flux
distribution in 11 dry channels )

- the relative thermal neutron flux axial distribution
unfolding in all 349 assemblies with accuracy 3-5Z
( Et.n < 1.85 eV )

- adapatation of the measurements performed by RPP—16 logger
and calculations by program AXIAL in FORTRAN 77 into a new
modernized Technological Information System TIS operated
under system QNX on integrated PC/AT network.Information
exchange between systems AXIAL-TIS is realized by means of
message passing.

- capability of neutron flux distribution unfolding with
demanded accuracy even if in the asymetrical situation, of
one of the regulation assembly stuck in the middle
position, and also when some SPN detectors have unreliable
signal

The unfolding algorithm was detailly described in C83. The
algorithm steps are as follows:

1) Filtration of unreliable SPND and phone signals. Tests of
reliability &re made in more steps. First by. simple window
limits exceeding technics, next by simple unfolding from
measured signals with statistical analysis and finally by
second simple unfolding over axial flux peaking (form)
factor with statistical tests.

2) Unfolding in 11 instrumented asssemblies. Using of cubic
splines the axial distribution, which integral along each
SPND is equal to signal value < the signals are generated
from neutron radiation along whole detector length ) is
sought for. Required solution can be obtained by outer and
inner iterations.

3) Test of reliability of axial flux peaking (form) factor
in 11 instrumented assemblies. The test is based on the
approximate similarity of axial flux peaking (form) factors
in assemblies belonging to the same group. The 11
instrumented fuel assemblies are sorted to several ( 2—3 )
groups, according to physical attributes ( SPND distance
from control rods, fuel burnup,... >. This task is solved by
simulated annealing optimisation method based on
Monte-Carlo Metropolis simulation algorithm C93 in off—line
regime. The details of this method are described in C13.

4) Unfolding in non-instrumented asssemblies. The unfolding
algorithm is based on Local Analog State Transformation
(LAST) theory C103.

In the case, when there is not a big asymmetri in
a reactor core ( symmetric state ), we may reflect all 11
SPND channels into one 30° sektor of core, and than the
unfolding procedure can be made only in 37 symmetric
assembly groups. However in an asymmetric case, in the



vicinity of stuck regulation rod (within the 4.- neighbour
) the relative neutron flux axial distribution is
strongly deformed. The SPND channels that are in the
deformed environment of the stuck regulation rod must not be
reflected into one 30° sektor. However unfolding from
remaining channels gives good results in the areas, which
are outside the deformed environment of the stuck rod. In
the deformed area the unfolding procedure has to be made
without reflecting of SPND channels, i.e. in the whole
active core. For this reason the unfolded distribution
(((tot) is equal to weighted sum of two kinds of unfolding:

a) Unfolding in 30° sektor from reflected channels, but in
an asymmetric case the channels from deformed environment
are eliminated from unfolding (03o).

b) Unfolding in the whole active core from all 11 channels
< 03 6 o > -

0 t . O t = < 0 3 6 O * W + 0 3 O / W ) / ( W + 1 / W ) < 12 >

The value of weights depends on the symmetry state of active
core:

1> symmetric state: W=0.5
2) asymmetric state:

deformed environment areai
border of deformed environment area:
area outside the deformed environment:

W= 10
W= 1
W=0. 1

The proposed algorithm has been tested in symmetrical states
using experimental data from 4. unit < 1. cycle > NPP
Bohunice and 1. unit < 7.cycle ) NPP Dukovany. These units"
are instrumented with 36 channels of SPND - i.e. 31 symmetry
groups ( except regulation groups >. are instrumented. From
31 instrumented groups 11 channels symetrical with channels
of first unit of NPP Bohunice have been choosed, and the
unfolded neutron flux distributions have been compared. In
non instrumented assemblies of whole active core standard
deviation or between two distributions is ~ 3.5%, in maximal
loaded area ~ 1.8%. In case, of 2 channels unreliable (e.g.
channels 5, 11 ), the standard deviation or increased to ~
5.8% ( the whole active core ), and z 3.7% ( for max.loaded
areas ). In case, of 3 channels unreliable ( e.g. channels
5,8,11 ), the standard deviation <r increased to ~ 6% (the
whole active core ), and z 5% ( max.loaded area ).

The performed tests indicated necessity of weigtins (14),
because even by using 36 channels the standard deviation
between 03&o and 03<> is ~ 4.5% in the.whole active core, and
Z 2.5% in max.loaded areas.

The proposed algorithm has been tested in asymmetrical
states using experimental data from 1. unit ( 7.cycle ) NPP
Dukovany, for experiments of regulation rod dropping



( sticking in the middle position ). From axial neutron flux
distribution unfolded over 36 instrumented channels has been
created experimental data in 11 channels corresponding to
channels of first unit of NPP Bohunice . The unfolded
neutron flux distributions over 36 channel and over 11
channel have been compared. For example, when the regulation
rod 09-40 is "stuck in middle position is the standard
deviation or between two distributions in non-instrumented
assemblies of the whole active core is ~ 3.8%, in maximal
loaded area Z 2.1%. In the deformed area < surroundings of
the stuck rod ) the standard deviation is ~ 4.7% (in the
whole assemblies ), and ~ 2.8% < maximum loaded area of
assemblies >. The graphical representation of deviations
between these two distributions in the deformed area
surroundings of the stuck rod, is on the fig.4.

In the first unit of NPP Bohunice ( the 12-th cycle ) the
calculated axial neutron flux distributions by MOBY-DICK
program and unfolded distributions from measurements in
different power levels during reactor start-up procedure
were compared. The analysis indicates satisfactory agreement
between unfolded and calculated axial distributions. For
example comparison of axial flux peaking (form) factors on
power level 97% is stated in table VII. Standard deviation
is ~ 2.5%, maximal deviations are less then 5%. The
graphical representation of deviations between these two
distributions in the maximum loaded assembly is on the
fig.5.

3.2 Modernisation of system HINDUKUS & VMPO SKR
on reactor type V213.

On the third and forth units NPP J.Bohunice intensive works
are in progress to modernize the present in—core measurement
system HINDUKUS & VMPO SKR by system PEEKEL. Hardware
configuration of modernized I&C system is represented on
figure 6>. The old data acquisition system HINDUKUS is
replaced by PEEKEL DATALOGGER SYSTEM ( Rotterdam - Holland),
based on UNILOG 2500 and AUTOLOG 502 input units. System
PEEKEL is the modern data acquisition system and automated
measuring equipment, to be used with small or large computer
systems of various type and structure. System performs
high-precision neasurements of low level signals at moderate
speeds with the ability for high-speed dynamic signal
measurement and processing. System can receive and measure
practically every type and number of analog and digital
input signals. System consists of some UNILOG + AUTOLOG
parts ( measuring temperatures, physical analog signals,
SPND signals and discrete signals ), with measurement period
5 second.

Measurement direction, preprocessing and monitoring is
performed by realtime control system software RealFlex ( BJ
Software Systems Texas USA ) operated under system QNX on



integrated PC/AT TANDON+WYSE 4B6/33E network. This control
software package was designed to incorporate maximum use of
the graphics and processing capabilities of the IBM PC, as
well as maximizing the power of the QNX operating system in
order to provide a highly flexible and efficient, real time
control system. QNX is a high speed, multi-tasking,
multi-user UNIX-like operating system designed to maximize
the power of PC in a real-time environment. QNX provides
password protection, file security built-in networking with
network—wide user ID's, scheduling and other facilities at
a microprocessor level.

System of neutron-physical calculations TOPRE is
installed on separate physical node on PC/AT 486/33E (WYSE
USA). Information exchange between systems RealFlex — TOPRE
is realized by means of message passing. Programs are
written in FORTRAN-77, and QNX-C. Data storage, and task
synchronization is performed by means of special database
handling system RPhDB. This database system has following
special features:

- using of classical FORTRAN-type COMMON structures
- possibility of multiple ( memory resident and disc
resident) COMMON definitions

- local and global consistency protection and
synchronization

- reaching of variables according to their name
( possibility of writing programs independent from
variable names )

- QNX-C compatibility

Measured data are in system TOPRE cyclically processed with
a 5 sec cycle time. This processing results in a number of
quantities and distributions characterizing the status of
the reactor core. The most important quantities provided are
as follows:

- assemblywise outlet temperature, heat-up and power peaking
factor 2—D distribution unfolding in every 5 sec

- 3D power distribution unfolding in Z6 SPND-instrumented
assemblies in every 5 sec

- 3D fast and thermal neutron flux distribution unfolding
in whole active core in every 20 sec

- assemblywise relative power axial distribution unfolding
at 20 elevations in every 20 sec

- heat-balance of the primary _LQOPS and the steam generators
- assemblywise burnup values at 20 elevations

Reactor physical background calculations are .performed by
QNX-version of MOBY-DICK program, provide additional
information for a fuel cycle follow—up and for the extension
of measurements to non-instrumented symmetri groups C53.
Critical boron concentrations or control rod in- sertions
can be predicted for the expected time of unit start up.
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Figure 6: Hardware configuration of in-core measurement system
on 3.-th and 4.-th unit NPP J.Bohunice.



Table I: Coefficients of Sx conversion formula
from SPND-signal to central pin linear
power rate.

Enrichment ZV.1
Coefficient

PI

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P8

P9

P10

Pll

P12

P13

i.e

1.7824E-03

3.2595E-02

-2.6903E-03

9.56B9E-05

-1.2538E-06

4.2010E-04

-3.4010E-02

-4.5201E-03

-1.4830E-02

-1.1010E-G4

1.4010E-03

-0.8011E-02

-2.1001E-02

2.4

2.4284E-03

1.4782E-02

-1.5417E-03

5.3276E-05

-6.6386E-07

3.6230E-04

-2.6340E-02

-3.8260E-03

-1.2130E-02

-4.0801E-04

1.2012E-03

-1.0012E-02

-1.5001E-02

3.6

3.2576E-03

3.3081E-03

-5.2919E-04

1.2299E-05

-9.5680E-08

3.0450E-04

-1.8610E-02

-3.1010E-03

-9.4101E-03

1.4302E-04

9.3430E-04

-1.2501E-02

-7.2202E-03



Table I A: Relative deviations and related means square
deviations between normalized signals of
symmetric SPND-s with diferent depletions,
ordered according to cycle amount, which were
operated in active core.

Cycle

Cycle 1

deviation 1
sigma

2

3

4

5

2

-

X

X

X

X

3

6.2
3.3

—

X

X

X

4

2.B
3. 1

1.0
4.0

1.5
2. 1

X

X

5

4.3
3.7

7.0
2.5

7.5
4.6

4.5
2.5

X



Table II: The WWER-1000 in-core instrumentation comparison
with instrumentations of western firmas.

Firma

KWU

ABB

C-E

WESTINGHOUSE

WWER - 1000

In-core chann.
amount in AC

28

62

61

58

64

Fuel assembly
amount in AC

193

205

241

193

163

rel.instru-
mentation %

14.5

30.2

25.3

30. 1

39.3

AC — active core

Table III t Resultates of optimate SPND channel removing by
Shannon information entropy optimization method.

removed
SPND-chann.

amount

3

5

8

10

13

15

18

sequence numbers of
removed

SPNB channels

16, 23, 37

6, 16, 23, 37, 56

1,3,5,6,16,23,37,56

1,3,5,6,7,13,16,23,24,38

1,3,5,6,7,13,16, 17,20,22,
24,38,55

1,3,5,6,7,13,16,18,20,23,
30,38,40,45,56

1,6,7,10,12,13,14,17,20,23,
24,38,40,43,44,47,59,60

Entropy

196.86

203.25

213.79

223.77

240.31

252.82

272.58



Table IV : Analysis of unfolded power distribution expansion
effect by increasing of removed SPND channels
amount for NPP Kalininskaja, symmetrical state,

Tef=17, power 50%.

Remov.
SPND
amount

8
10
13
15
18

SQVtot
unfold.
(abs)

0. O33
0.O38
0.O45
O.O42
0.O56

SQVtot
unfold.
<rel-%>

1.94
2.39
2.42
2.63
3.00

SQVspnd
unfold.
(abs)

0.062
0.062
0.089
0.059
0.089

SQVspnd
unfold.
(rel.X)

4.04
4.51
4.70
3.88
4.65

DMAXr
centr
/chann.

4.5/16
11./24
5.8/22
4.2/16
4.0/38

DMAXr
perif.
/chann.

24.5/56
25./24
15./22
26./56
29/43

Table V : Analysis of unfolded power distribution expansion
effect by increasing of removed SPND channels
amount for NPP KOZLODUJ V , symmetrical state,

Tef=283, power 85%.

Remov.
SPND
amount

3
5
8
10
13
15
18

SQVtot
unfold.
(abs)

0.O18
0.023
0.O26
0.O34
0.O35
0.O43
0.040

SQVtot
unfold.
(rel-%>

0.47
0.69
O.73
0.76
0.86
1.07*
0.99

SQVspnd
unfold.
(abs)

0.058
0.062
0.055
0.079
0.061
0.077
0.052

SQVspnd
unfold.
(rel.%)

1.55
1.88
1.59
1.76
1.56
1.85
1.39

DMAXr
centr
/chann.

3.6/23
3.7/23
5.1/23
4.0/5
6.1/24
5.1/23
2.8/24

DMAXr
perif.
/chann.

3.5/16
3.7/23
5. /56
5.8/6
5.3/22
6.8/6
6.5/24

where:

SQVtot : mean square deviation between unfolded
distributions with full instrumentation and with
instrumentation by removing of some SPND-channels

SQVspnd: mean square deviation between unfolded power
distributions in assemblies with removed
SPND-channels before and after removing

DMAXr : relative maximale deviation between unfolded
distributions with full instrumentation and with
instrumentation by removing of some SPND-channels

unfold.: unfolded distribution



Table VI : Analysis of unfolded power distribution expansion
effect by removing of 18 SPND channels,
for NPP Zaporozeckaja, assymmetrical state,

Tef=45, power 90%.

dropped regulation "Cluster microsector 11 - 32:

assembly
coordinates
x - y

1 1 - 3 2
1 1 - 3 4
1 0 - 3 3
10 - 31
11 - 30
12 - 31
1 2 - 3 3

crt.ot.ai

absolute
deviation

0.018
-0.053
-0.020
-0.026
0.014

-0.053
0.000

0.032

relative
deviation
I X 3

2.47
-7.2
-2.5
-3.2
2.0
-7.2
0. 1

4.3

whole active core :

Remov.
SPND
amount

23

SQVtot
unfold.
(abs)

0. 126

SQVtot
unfold.
<rel-%)

3.89

SQVspnd
unfold,
(abs)

0.185

SQVspnd
unfold.
(rel.%)

5.52

DMAXr
centr
/chann.

13.5/24

DMAXr
perif.
/chann.

21.5/59

where:

SQVtot : mean square deviation between unfolded
distributions with full instrumentation and with
instrumentation by removing of some SPND—channels

SQVspnd: mean square deviation between unfolded power
distributions in assemblies with removed
SPNB-channels before and after removing

DMAXr : relative maximale deviation between unfolded
distributions with full instrumentation and with
instrumentation by removing of some SPND—channels

unfold.: unfolded distribution



Table V I I : Comparison of unfolded ax ia l f lux peaking (form)
factors Kz w i th r esu l t s of program MOBY DICK,
from f i r s t u n i t ( 12 cycle ) NPP Bohunice by
power leve l 97%,in a l l 60° symmetri groups.

Group CAXIAL3 CMOBY dev ia t ion Group [AXIAL] CMOBY deviat ion
DICK] £7.1 DICK] LX1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

1. 158
1. 300
1.284
1.238
1.286
1.313
1. 187
1.336
1.319
1.270
1.284
1.266
1.286
1.297
1.304
1.328
1.319
1.319
1.252
1.282
1.297
1.297
1.303
1.310
1.314
1.315
1.284
1.297
1.250

1. 136
1.282
1.244
1.208
1.239
1.279
1. 144
1.325
1.313
1.257
1.260
1.240
1.232
1.245
1.290
1.307
1. 3O9
1.305
1.24O
1.227
1.236
1.249
1.264
1.279
1.297
1.287
1.232
1.236
1.213

1.92
1.40
3. 16
2.45
3.71
2.59
3.64
0.82
0.50
1.06
1.87
2. 10
4.22
4.05
1. 14
1.59
0.78
1. 11
1.01
4.35
4.74
3.71
3.05
2.37
1.30
2.17
4. 11
4.74
2.98

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
42
43
44
45
46
48
49
50
51
53
54
55
57
58

1.285
1.305
1.267
1.311
1.298
1.297
1.285
1.303
1.321
1.313
1.306
1.304
1.305
1.321
1.313
1.329
1.310
1.267
1.313
1.319
1.314
1.317
1.319
1.315

1.255
1.262
1.233
1.292
1.245
1.248
1.255
1.258
1.277
1.284
1.290
1.264
1. 262
1.277
1.266
1.307
1.279
1.233
1.284
1.309
1.297
1.292
1.305
1.287

2.33
3.33
2.71
1.47
4. 10
3.83
2.35
3.50
3.37
2.20
1.23
3. 10
3.36
3.38
3.58
1.65
2.40
2.73
2.21
0.79
1.32
1.93
1.09
2. 17


